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Editorial Note

Skills, knowledge transfer a
priority for village farmers
rity threats. With most women and youth
heavily reliant on agriculture as a source
of livelihood and nutrition, it is highly recommendable that improved farming is
practiced.
More stakeholders, especially from the
private sector should join this initiative to
ensure skills and knowledge is shared with
villagers for better and improved farming.

Editor: Andrew Maramwidze

S

ustainable efforts to fight hunger
should be hinged on improved
agricultural practices and government cannot win the battle alone.
In this edition, we carry an article on Turkish citizen that has volunteered to assist
improve villagers’ farming ways in the
country’s remote areas.
Thumbs up to this selfless individual who
has realised the importance of putting up
small building blocks to help alleviate hunger and possibly avert national food secuPPK024-7.pdf

1

2018/08/31

Across the globe, donor activities are
dwindling, as economies suffer heavy
dents from uncertainties and it is ideal that
countries increase their food security to
minimize hunger and putting out begging
bowls to fight malnutrition.
More agronomist should be deployed
across the country to share and transfer,
skills and knowledge.
For knowledge is power it is most likely
that local silos and food markets could

start seeing a positive trajectory once
farming communities in villagers are
helped improve their ways of farming.
In addition, we hope the stakeholders assisting prop up such initiatives would also
consider embracing technology to lure
most of the youth and the 21st generation
with so much appetite for technology.
Kudos to those currently involved in activities offered by the Turkish agronomist, as
the nation puts more hope in the trainings
being received by the villagers.
Once successfully, we should see more
support for this initiative across the country.
Remember to share with us your comments, views and letters to the editor.
Enjoy the read!
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Cover Story

Turkish agronomist fight hunger risk

A

Turkish agronomist is teaching
sustainable agricultural
practices to dozens of villagers
in the rural zones facing hunger risk.
“You know the famous saying, ‘Give a
man a fish and you feed him for a day.
Teach a man to fish, you feed him for a
lifetime.’ This is what we do,” said Merve
Gülistan Aydın
The scope of the project is to train farming practices to African villagers at risk of
starvation,
The name of the project is “The nature at
my heart,” conducted by the “Dreams of
Children Foundation.”
“I came here (Malawi) upon the invitation from the foundation’s founder, Mahmut Ensari Caymaz. We are setting up
orchards with our African friends,” said
Aydın.
Born in 1991, Aydın studied organic ag-
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riculture at Gaziosmanpasa University in
the Black Sea province of Tokat. Working in Turkey’s first and only biodynamics
farm, she consulted many firms and individuals across the country interested in
farming for years.
However, people recognized her for her
charity works and efforts in natural catastrophe regions. In February 2020, she
gained fame for her efforts to save animals stuck under the debris of buildings
that collapsed after an earthquake in her
hometown, the eastern province of Elazıg
“Apart from planting, we also have a ‘milk
goat project.’ The families get milk from
animals and are learning to make dairy
products,” she said.

help of the donors, we planted some
1,200 saplings of lemon, orange and mango in two Malawian villages,” she said.
“We then wrote the names of the donors
on the saplings and published the photos
of them on social media.”
It is quite heartwarming to see new donors waiting in line, Aydın added.

She also thanked all the people who donated saplings to the Malawian people
once she announced the project on her
social media accounts.
“As soon as I made the announcement,
a load of donations was made. With the
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Farmers face an uphill battle to diversify crops
By BENSON KUNCHEZERA

F

aced with the rising cost of
fertiliser and effects of climate
change, farmers in Malawi are
being encouraged to diversify their crops
to become less dependent on maize, the
country’s staple food. Those working the
land are also struggling to bounce back
from time lost due to Covid lockdowns.
On a cloudy morning, 57-year-old farmer Felix Jumbe is busy checking on the
workers who are ploughing part of the 400
hectares of his land in Salima, an hourand-half drive from Malawi’s capital, Lilongwe. They are preparing to plant maize
and soya beans among other crops.
It’s an improvement from the past two
years as his farm and seed company have
suffered from a shortage of fertiliser, access problems due to Covid-19, and climate change.
“Farmers were not able to sell their produce because the markets were at a
standstill during the lockdowns,” he tells
RFI while strolling around his garden,
adding that this was an issue throughout
the country.
Jumbe says he is only farming 60 out of
400 hectares because he could not afford to buy fertiliser last year. Most of the
companies closed, pushing up the price
of fertiliser in the country.
“Tripling of fertiliser prices has forced
some farmers to stop farming because
they can’t afford it. It’s only a few farmers
who bought subsidised inputs from the
government,” he adds.
Climate change has forced him to move
6

to other crops like potatoes and groundnuts which don’t need fertiliser like Malawi’s staple food, maize.

from various agro-dealers is damaging
their livelihoods.

For other farmers, many of whom are
highly reliant on tobacco, making the
switch has been tough.

Fertiliser prices have risen sharply in Malawi with a 50kg bag costing between €35
to €45, almost double the price of the previous year.

The government is helping farmers to
grow other crops that will adapt to climate
change.

In Lilongwe, the country’s economic capital, agro-dealer Chidza Ngoma justifies
the current price rise.

“We are still working hand in hand with
farmers to make sure they can still do better with other crops like potatoes, cassava and groundnuts,” says Gracian Lungu,
agriculture ministry spokesperson.

“The price of fertilisers is now higher
globally and it is not agro-dealers who are
overcharging,” he contends.

The rainy season in Malawi begins in December and runs through to May. It’s the
time of the year when most farmers prepare their gardens to plant crops.
However, agriculture expert Tamani Nkhono Mvula stresses that farmers are too
dependent on the rainy season, and on
their maize crop.
Nkhono Mvula urges farmers to diversify
to other crops like bananas, sweet potatoes and cassava because maize production has been heavily affected by climate
change.

President Lazarus Chakwera said he
would try to curb the steep price of fertiliser, estimating that 80 percent of Malawian farmers can no longer afford to buy
it.
Speaking on behalf of agro-dealers in Malawi’s capital, Ngoma says they want to
make a profit when they sell fertiliser.
“We are not the ones who hike the prices, but what you should know is that as
agro-dealers we buy these items from
other big companies who import fertilisers,” says Ngoma.

“If there is too much rainfall or there is too
little rainfall, maize is always affected,” he
says.

Expert Nkhono Mvula projects that Malawi will suffer from low crop production
this year due to a series of tropical cyclones and floods that left many farmers
destitute.

“We have also seen that most of the pests
that are coming in, like the army worms,
have greatly affected maize production.”
Farmers complain that the rising price of
fertilisers and other farming commodities

“The government should intensify the
adoption of agro-forestry to deal with
climate change,” he says, pointing out
that it’s time to apply other solutions to a
growing problem.
Agri-Malawi Magazine | www.agri-malawi.com
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Kanyazulu Farm embarks on black soldier-flies
farming

A

s part of efforts to scale up
animal protein feed and beat
high cost of animal feed, Kanyazulu Farm has ventured into a new insect
farming dubbed black soldier-flies.
Mchinji-based Kanyazulu Farm Co-director, Merra Gesman, said the farm embarked on black soldier-flies farming after
discovering that they provide higher protein nutrients to the animals than the normal protein feed on the market.
“We noted that aside from giving high
protein to the livestock it is also cheap in
a way that the keeping of the black soldier
flies does not require a lot of capital and
once you purchase the larvae for the first

time it keeps on reproducing and giving
the necessary yields,” said Gesman.
Gesman said the animals are fed with the
larvae which are highly nutritious, adding
that one can start to note the changes,
few weeks after starting to feed animals.
“The larvae can be fed in raw form to
chickens, ducks, turkeys, guinea fowl,
fish and pigs or it can be fed dried or can
be ground and mixed with other ingredients for further processing into pellets
before being fed to our animals,” he said.
Meanwhile Lilongwe University of Agriculture and Natural Resources (LUANAR)
Biotechnology Researcher Dr. Kingdom

Kwapata said the initiative has a potential
to transform poultry and other livestock
production in the country.
“This is a welcome development that we
have such farmers who are thinking of innovative ways to boost their business,”
Kwapata said.
He says protein feed takes up 60 percent
of the production, which is a big cost for
livestock production.
“I encourage other farmers to start producing their own feed through technologies such as black soldier flies or explore
other innovative ways to improve their
farming system,” Kwapata said.

“YOUR EUROPEAN PARTNER, READY TO COLLABORATE WITH YOU, PLEASE CONTACT US”

PIVOT

Growing Africa together!!

CENTER PIVOT • LATERAL SYSTEM • MULTICENTRE • HIPPODROME
RKD IRRIGACIÓN S.L. P. I. La Mora. Paseo de la Acacia, 13. 47193. La Cistérniga (Valladolid). España. Tel. (+34) 983 401 896 / Fax. (+34) 983 401 897

info @ rkd.es • www.rkd.es
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Save energy and irrigate more profitably with
AGRICO’s GPS based Web Control

A

grico recently introduced a new GPS controller, with which pivots can be controlled on Agrico’s well-known internet
application. By controlling pumps according to the specific need of the pivots, heaps of energy are saved.

DEVICES ON THE INTERNET
Advanced Rain Pivot Control and Pump Control connect irrigation devices to the Internet on Agrico’s Rain interface. The whole
system is managed easily and accurately.

Agrico Pivot with internet control. On the cell phone screen one can see how pumps and pivots are controlled on the same application.

This screen grab illustrates the functionality of the system, making it easy to operate large irrigation systems with various pivot points,
pumps, dam levels, valves, irrigation blocks etc. on a single platform.

8
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NEW GPS MODULE
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AGRICO’s new GPS can be installed on
any electrical pivot. The position of the
last tower is determined accurately. The
pressure can be monitored at the end of
the pivot point and with AGRICO Pump
Control and a VFD (variable frequency
drive) the pressure can be controlled
automatically and accurately.
THE VALUE OF PRESSURE CONTROL WITH AGRICO’S GPS MODULE
Here is a real example of a pivot, with
a large height difference between the
highest and lowest points:

See the green cylindrical Agrico control unit, with its GPS antenna on the last tower of
another make pivot.

Shows the energy required with pressure
control (in green) and the 28% energy
saving (in red), compared to when no
control would be applied.

This is a Google image with 2 m contours.
The graph shows the height profile on the
circumference. The total height difference
is 21 m and the maximum height is 13 m
higher than the average height. The white
section on the graph represents, potential
energy savings that can be achieved with
pressure control.

The following graph shows how the
Agrico system accurately controls the
pressure, according to the need of the
pivot. The spray package requires a
minimum pressure of 100kPa at the end
of the machine for correct, uniform irrigation.
Traditionally, the irrigation system is
then designed with a constant inlet
pressure to continuously meet the maximum pressure requirement (at the highest point); about 450kPa in this case.
However, the pressure at the centre can
be varied between about 240kPa and
450kPa due to the topography to exactly meet the pressure requirements and
thus save energy.

Agri-Malawi Magazine | www.agri-malawi.com

The graph shows how the Agrico control
system automatically responds by varying
the inlet pressure at the centre (the solid
red line) to continuously maintain the required pressure at the end of the machine
(the blue dotted line). The actual end
pressure is also indicated (solid blue line)

Since the pressure is controlled not to
fall below the threshold values and the
spray package is equipped with pressure regulators, the volume of water applied is constant, despite the slope.
Power (kW) is the product of pressure
(kPa) and flow (l/s). The power required
for the pump (s) during irrigation is
therefore directly proportional to the
pressure applied.
The total energy for one revolution of
the pivot is equivalent to the area under
the pressure curve. The following graph
shows how much energy is required for
one revolution with AGRICO’s automatic pressure control, versus the energy
that would be required if no control is
applied. The energy saving with Agrico’s
GPS pressure control, for this real case
is more than 28%.

AGRICO Web Control offers the best
technology:
• Dynamic System Pressure - With this
integrated solution, pressure can be optimized automatically, with huge energy
savings.
• Positioning - Better accuracy by
means of optional GPS.
• Security - Web Control utilizes the
latest user and device authentication
to increase security. User rights can be
granted individually. Complete record of
all user actions is kept for audit purposes.
• Increases irrigation efficiency through
accurate control.
• Facilitate the operation and management of the irrigation system.
• Reduce energy consumption and increase profitability.
• 24 Months free internet control subscription with each new controller. SMS
communication is optionally available.
• Updates with the latest software versions, via the internet.
• The product is supported by a 24/7
technical helpline.
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Hiccups in processing cotton seed identified

T

he cotton value chain has not
been fully exploited, a study on
the sector shared at the National
Validation Workshop on the development
of cotton by-products has revealed.
The study has highlighted that the country
is facing challenges in processing cotton
seed to make products like cotton seed
oil and because of this, the seed is being
exported to South Africa for processing.
According to the feasibility study, over
200,000 farmers in the country are depending on cotton farming and 92 percent of the famers are aware of cotton
byproducts but lack skills, capacity and
equipment to invest in byproduct production.
Speaking at the workshop, Dr. Mavuto
Tembo, an independent consultant for the
feasibility study, said Malawi has not yet
taken advantage of the byproducts because most smallholder farmers do not
have necessary capacity equipment and
that’s one of the big challenge.

“You know a lot of farmers here in Malawi
do not have processing equipment and
those who are already in processing sector like g-nuts and oil crushes, they have
reservations in regards to cotton yield’s
potential to make profit in the country.
“So that has been a limitation and also
the absorption rate of cotton seed oil has
been low and because of that I think we
need to have a market that I think can
come in to produce and manufacture the
products,” said Tembo.
Tembo also added that for the cotton industry not to grow, there are some challenges like quantity of oil crushes from
cotton seeds and volume of raw materials
very low.
“You have seen Malawi has hit the lowest in 2021 market season of seed cotton. So one wouldn’t be able to operate
on equipment to produce products from
cotton and the other thing is, on the side
of the farmers, the prices of cotton which

are low,” explained Tembo.
The Principal Secretary in the Ministry of
Trade and Industry Christina Zakeyu said
cotton is a very important sector for Malawi and as Government they will see how
best they can revamp the particular sector in terms of its support as well as its
contribution to GDP.
“Cotton is a very important sector in view
of its contribution in terms of its contribution to GDP, its contribution to exports
as well as its contribution towards poverty
reduction.
“We have more than 200 thousand farmers that are engaged in the production of
cotton and it is also important sector on
view of value chain that it contributes towards the production of some of the very
important products like textiles, clothing
as well as cooking oil we can use the seed
in terms of production,” said Zakeyu.

THE FIRST CANNABIS
COMPANY IN MALAWI!
· CBD ﬂower cultivated in greenhouses
for export and regional sale
· CBD cannabis extract available for
export and regional sale
· Broad spectrum CBD-rich oil in 30ml
bottles available locally
· Hemp foods from the seed available in outlets
and include seed oil, protein powder and shelled
seeds. All from the seed of the hemp plant!
· Cannabis genetics, services and training in cannabis/
hemp farming available from our fantastic and
knowledgeable team based in Lilongwe
P.O B ox 3 1 6 1 7, L LW 3 , M a l a w i
Email: a dmin@invegrow.com | www.invegrow.com | www.genscoremw.com

+265 (0) 881 677 522
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Shelter Containers

Insulated Panels
OUR PRODUCT RANGE:
Ÿ Insulated Panels (Polyurethane (pur)/
Polystyrene)
Ÿ Cold and Freezer Rooms
Ÿ IBR Insulated Roof Panels
Ÿ Mortuary Cabinets and Rooms
Ÿ Telecommunication Shelters
Ÿ Modular Buildings

Telecoms Shelters

DALUCON'S LATEST ADDITION!!
With a monthly capacity of 40 000m²,
manufacture panels of 16.5 meter, with no
joints, making this the longest and the
ultimate in the latest EU Technology,
now in South Africa!
Email: info@dalucon.co.za
Tel: +27 12 661 8480 / 1 /2
Web: www.dalucon.co.za
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First Capital joins Kulima initiative

S

mallholder farmers, agricultural
companies and cooperative
across Malawi backed by European
Union (EU) support have got a EUR 12. 5 million investment boost from European Investment Bank (EIB) and First Capital Bank. The
development makes First Capital Bank the
latest partner to join Team Europe Kulima Access to Finance agriculture financing initiative.
“Increasing high impact agricultural investment is crucial for Malawi. This new partnership between First Capital Bank, the European Investment Bank and the European Union
will benefit thousands of small holder farmers
across our country and unlock economic opportunities from sustainable agriculture in the
years ahead,” said Agness Jazza First Capital
Bank, Deputy Chief Executive Officer.
The new agricultural financing is expected to
transform access to long-term finance, impact strengthened by technical assistance to
identify, assess and monitor agri-food value
chain investment and develop new financial
products.

12

According to the financiers the impact of the
EUR 12.5 million EIB financing to First Capital Bank, will be enhanced by both specialist
best practice agricultural investment technical
assistance and European Union contribution
of EUR 5 million to support further long-term
agricultural financing.
In addition, it will enable an increased contribution by smallholder farmers to national agricultural production and exports.
The new financing initiative has been launched
to address specific challenges holding back
agricultural investment and is part of the
broader ‘Kulima – promoting farming in Malawi’ programme developed by the European
Union and Government of Malawi.
“The European Investment Bank recognises
the importance of agriculture for both economic activity and social development. This
latest partnership with First Capital Bank will
unlock investment by smallholders across
Malawi facing challenges of climate change
and the COVID-19 pandemic. The EIB is
pleased to support this visionary Team Europe Kulima initiative that tackles barriers to

agricultural investment,” said Thomas Östros,
European Investment Bank Vice President.
First Capital Bank joins ECOBANK Malawi,
and together the two leading local institutions
will provide a total of €50 million of new financing for agricultural investment. Agriculture value chain companies across Malawi
will be able to access loans with maturities of
up to 7 years, longer than commonly available
in the market to expand, upgrade and modernise their equipment, and unlock new business opportunities.
“Team Europe is working with Malawian partners to transform opportunities in rural communities. Today First Capital Bank, the EU
and the EIB, are joining forces to boost agricultural investment in a pioneering initiative
that is a model for Africa.” said Aurélie Valtat,
Chargé d’affaires of the Delegation of the European Union to Malawi.
The new agriculture access to finance cooperation was confirmed in Brussels by EIB
President Werner Hoyer ahead of the EU-Africa Summit.
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Women, youth tackle climate change

H

ad village elders not intervened
in stopping her parents from
marrying her off at 13, Catherine
Mkandawire would have become another
statistic. Malawi has one of the highest
child marriage rates in the world: 42 percent of girls are married before 18 and 9
percent before age 15.
By avoiding that fate, Mkandawire was
able to get an education and earned an
advanced degree in community development. Now 28, she is a climate advocate
and a leader in UNFPA’s Safeguard Youth
Programme, funded by the Swiss Agency
for Development and Cooperation, which
champions youth, including protecting
girls from child marriage.
The best way to do this, she believes, is
by promoting economic empowerment
for the most vulnerable girls in a country
where the national poverty rate is 52 per
cent. Poverty can drive families to marry off young daughters or expose girls to
gender-based violence and other harmful
practices.
“Most young people, especially girls, lack
so many things. This makes them easy
targets for exploitation,” Mkandawire explained.
“For them to be safe, they need to be able
to make their own decisions. This requires
access to opportunities.”
Like UNFPA, she recognizes that liveli-

16

hoods, sexual and reproductive health,
rights and climate change are interrelated.
“More extreme weather due to the destruction of our environment brings hunger to communities,” she said.
“With parents unable to feed their children, young people are exposed to high
levels of risk, including in their own behaviour.”
Mkandawire decided that she should lead
not only in protecting and preserving the
environment but earning a living from it
to inspire her peers to do the same. She
started by planting 2,500 pine trees at the
foot of a mountain on family land, then
added beehives that produce 20 litres of
honey per week, a fish pond surrounded
by wildflowers and a banana crop. Diversifying land use beyond subsistence
farming to a smaller and more sustainable
set of activities is reaping rewards.
With the money she makes selling honey,
Mkandawire pays the salaries of five employees, school fees for her two siblings
and supports her ageing parents.
“At first, people were sceptical of this
project, but when they saw it working to
conserve the environment, more youths
started coming to learn from me,” she
said.
“Even the chief from our area donated
land for the youths to expand the forestry
project.”

Malawi is one of the least electrified countries in the world. According to the World
Bank, 11 percent of the population of 18
million is connected to the electrical grid.
The global average is 90 percent. In rural
areas, 4 per cent have access to electricity.
This has contributed to deforestation,
as people driven by poverty illegally cut
down trees in national parks and forest reserves to make charcoal for cooking and
selling.
Since 2010, Malawi has lost an average
of 42,000 hectares of forest. In 2016, the
government committed to restoring 4.5
million hectares by 2030, more than a
third of its land area.
Every Saturday, Mkandawire holds ‘climate talks’ about environmental conservation, and climate change as an entry
point to engage youths on sexual and reproductive health issues.
Many of the young people she has trained
can now pay for their own school fees by
working climate-related jobs, which are
important in the face of extreme weather
events, like the recent Tropical Storm Ana.
“Before I started this initiative, charcoal
burning was destroying our forests,” she
says. “But now with many youths doing
beekeeping, there is hope that our forests
will survive,” she said.
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Youths urged to venture into agribusiness

Y

ship and management training for other 20 youths and Sukali
said they did this after noting knowledge gap on matters of leadership among the youth clubs.

Phalombe District Youth Officer, Ian Sukali, said as jobs are
scarce, it is ideal for the youths to enter into commercial farming
or set up businesses which may help day to day lives.

One of the participants, Daniel Mesa who comes from Madalitso
Youth Club in the traditional authority Jenala said the leadership training is very crucial as it has happened the minds of the
youths whose voice is very critical in the community committees.

ouths from the Phalombe district have been urged to
be economically independent by venturing into
agribusiness so that they would be economically independent and be able to employ fellow young people.

“We want these youths to acquire entrepreneurship skills so that
they should be able to establish their own different businesses, you may see that officers from agribusiness office were here
also to orient them on how they can venture into agribusiness.
“You know unemployment is high these days, and through agribusiness these youths can employ their fellows,” Sukali after 20
youths drawn from various youth clubs in the district received a
training in entrepreneurship and agribusiness.

“These days, committees such as Area Development Committees are required to have a youth representative, so this leadership training is very important as it has given us leadership skills
that we have been lacking.
“I am sure that through whatever skills we have captured here
we’ll be able to run our different youth led organisations and
clubs of which will benefit a lot of people as from here we’ll have
to also orient our colleagues,” said Mesa.

Apart from this training, the youth office also organised leader-

18
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CONTACT INFORMATION:

Bert Oosthuizen
Cell: +27 83 667 3818
Email: bert@grainstorage-africa.co.za
Website:
www.grainstorage-africa.co.za

GRAIN STORAGE PROJECTS - AFRICA’S KEY FOCUS MARKET SEGMENT
INCLUDES COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND ON-FARM STORAGE FACILITIES.
We aim to oﬀer aﬀordable and quality solutions and
equipment with attention to detail. Service delivery,
ethical behaviour and integrity is the foundation of
Grain Storage Projects - Africa.

GRAIN STORAGE PROJECTS - AFRICA OFFER THE
FOLLOWING SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS:
· Agricultural Equipment – mainly
Feed Mixers.
· Aspiration Systems.
· Cassava Processing.
· Electrical and Control Systems.
· Feed Mills.
· Maize Mills.
· Oil Seed Processing Plants.
· Peanut Processing.
· Seed Treatment Equipment.
· Storage Facilities – Galvanized
Steel Silos and Bins.
· Structures.
· Temperature Monitoring
Systems.

THE SERVICES OFFERED
INCLUDE:
- Project Management
(our core business)
- Project Engineering
- Concept Studies
- Product Development
- Site and Facility Assessments
- Draughting Services
- Installation Services
- Maintenance Services

PRODUCTS AND
EQUIPMENT:
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· Bagging Stations.
· Belt Conveyors.
· Bucket Elevators.
· Chain Conveyors.
· Gantries and Towers.
· Grain Cleaners.
· Grain Coolers.
· Grain Dryers.
· Process Scales.
· Screw Augers.
· Sweep Augers.
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AfDB engineered strategy helps prop up
agriculture

T

he country’s agriculture strategy drafted by the African
Development Bank (AfDB) has helped prop up the
sector. According to the mid-term review of the strategy, AfDB Group’s Boards of Executive Directors announced that
over 250 young agricultural entrepreneurs were trained, 10,000
people gained access to agricultural loans and 12 small agricultural businesses have been created. In addition, a total, 8,000
new irrigation projects were launched.
The country strategy, approved in June 2018, is based on two
pillars: investing in infrastructure development through energy
and transport, and investing in economic transformation by adding value in agriculture and developing water infrastructure.
The mid-term review of the strategy highlights the transformation of the Shire Valley, currently under way and some 250 young
agricultural entrepreneurs have received training, 10,000 people
have gained access to agricultural loans and 12 small agricultural businesses were created.
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In total, 8,000 new irrigation projects were launched while the
fisheries and aquaculture development project and the emergency recovery and resilience programme following cyclones
Idai and Kenneth should be completed this year.
In terms of economic diversification and improving the business
climate, by 2020 the strategy had resulted in training for 1,000
small farmers and provided agricultural extension services. In
addition, it has also allowed over 2.28 million transactions to be
processed through a digital payment platform and secured three
VISA and Mastercard certifications.
In terms of the first pillar and the improvement of transport infrastructure, the fourth phase of the Multinational Nacala Road
Corridor Development Project is under way. The project aims to
renovate the road between Nsipe and Liwonde (55 kilometres)
and create a one-stop border post between Malawi and Zambia
(completed in 2021), while a one-stop border post between Malawi and Mozambique is due to be completed by 2023.
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Toolkits by AGRA
and TBI to strengthen
agricultural food
transformation

T

he agri-food sector, which
employs nearly two-thirds of
Africa’s population and accounts
for 30–40 percent of its GDP, is projected
to be worth more than $1 trillion by 2030,
growing in line with the population of African cities and their demand for food and
other agri-processed goods like textiles.
The transformation of this sector – which
comprises the agriculture, agri-processing and food industries – is critical for the
achievement of the continent’s development agenda.
However, the transformative power of this
sector for gainful socioeconomic development can only be unlocked through
committed leadership by African governments. While it is the prerogative of farmers and private-sector actors – including
input providers and agri-processors — to
develop the market systems that create
jobs, raise incomes and deliver food security, governments must create enabling
environments such that these stakeholders are incentivised to sufficiently invest
relative to the industry’s need and potential.
For a sustained transformation, a coordinated approach is required within governments. Ministries of agriculture lead the
transformation process, backed by sector ministries and agencies including the
agencies for energy, roads, investment, fi-
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nance, industry, trade, education and revenue collection, and regulatory agencies.
Collectively these ministries and agencies
set up the enabling environment. Such
coordination can, however, only materialise under the stewardship of the offices
of the head of state, and ministries of finance and economic development.
Many African centres of government are
increasingly leading such an agenda, together with their ministries of agriculture
and ministries of industry and trade. Yet
these governments still require increased
support to strengthen their state capability: that is, their capacity to prioritise, coordinate, problem-solve, align resources
and track progress.
AGRA and TBI are working in a partnership that explores strategies for increasing the support given to governments that
have the ambition to drive a transformation in their agriculture, agri-processing
and food-systems agenda. This partnership is currently being piloted in Ghana,
Nigeria and Mozambique, and centres on
providing long-term delivery and investment advisory in key parts of government.
As part of this partnership, AGRA and TBI
have developed a package of three toolkits. The first toolkit assesses government
readiness for transformation; its objective
is to assess the capability of governments

to drive an agricultural transformation
agenda, and to identify areas that require
immediate support.
This tool is intended for development
partners and government leaders, and will
be used by TBI and AGRA to strengthen
their support to governments.
The second toolkit focuses on the implementation of delivery mechanisms for
agriculture and food transformation, and
guides governments on the principles and
factors to consider when setting up delivery mechanisms. This toolkit brings out
the insights and learnings from different
mechanisms used in Africa and beyond
to strengthen implementation and delivery activities.
The final toolkit is structured around the
capacity of ministries of agriculture and
ministries of finance to strengthen their
resource mobilisation efforts, for more
robust resource-planning that is strongly
tied to the needs of the agricultural-transformation agenda and other government
priorities.
These toolkits are not static. They will
continuously be refined and improved
as TBI and AGRA use them to strengthen their support for state capability in the
pursuit of agricultural transformation in
Africa.
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Instrotech offers mini-mobile encoder for
construction, agricultural machinery

I

nstrotech is now offering the SIKO
AH25S miniature single-turn encoder,
ideal for construction and agricultural
machinery.
The instrument is expected to ease design engineers’ challenge with space limitations in agricultural technology or forklift trucks to fit existing rotary encoders
and measurement systems.
The encoder’s measurement systems are
often elaborately encapsulated to withstand weather conditions, jolts, vibrations, dirt or moisture.
In addition, finding a system that satisfies
all technical requirements, is resilient, and
which also offers just the right construction form, has in the past, proven to be
an almost impossible balancing act, be-

cause the size of the measurement systems often exceeds the available installation space.

a sturdy die-cast case, of only 25mm diameter, can be used easily in applications
with limited installation space.

Siko’s absolute miniature single-turn
AH25S rotary encoder is cost-effective
and flexible, providing a unique balance
between high resolution, excellent functionality, a sturdy housing design and a
minimal construction form. It can be used
in a number of ways, choosing from several analogue interfaces such as 4…20
mA, 0…10V or 0.5…4.5V, and is especially suited for agricultural equipment.

Its special design ensures Protection
Class IP65 over the course of a long
product lifetime, making the AH25S rotary encoder particularly suitable for positioning tasks in mechanically demanding
environments.

The rotary encoder has the advantage of
the ‘wear-free’ magnetic measurement
principle, thus resolving the entire 360°
into 4096 measurement steps.

SIKO’s AH25S miniature absolute analog
encoder features wear-free sensorics and
has an easy-mount 8mm hollow shaft. It
operates within a range of -40 to 85°C,
and has a high protection category of
IP65. It features voltage (0.5 … 4.5 V, 0
… 10 V), and current (0 … 20 mA, 4 … 20
mA) outputs and a 12 bit (4096) resolution
over 360°.

This innovative technology, packaged in

GROW MEDIUMS,
FERTILIZERS,
NUTRIENTS &
AGRI TOOLS.
+27 83 798 3250 |
info@grohydro.co.za

FOR ALL YOUR GROWING NEEDS
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GI OVO’s eggs tray inspector hits market

F

armers in the egg production
value chain will now benefit from
GI OVO’s Tray Inspector, a machine that can identify, separate and remove the broken trays from your production line.

other deficiencies. Broken trays may
cause broken eggs, a disrupted production process or even severe damage to
your machines. That is why we created
the ECS® Tray Inspector that identifies
and separates the broken trays.”

According to the company, for more than
20 years EggsCargoSystem® sets the
standard for egg handling worldwide and
emphatically notes that a vital part of this
egg handling infrastructure consists of
durable egg trays.

The Tray Inspector is controlled by a PLC
(Programmable Logic Controller) connected to a computer that runs specially
designed software.

“The trays are built to last, but they are
often used for a long period of time. They
can eventually develop small cracks or
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In addition, the software analyses every
tray and sees any sort of crack or malfunction and then decides to which stack
the tray is transported: broken trays or
correct trays.

“The ECS® Tray Inspector is modular and
can be upgraded with several convenient
additions to match your specific needs.
Its basis consists of a conveyor line, a
re-packer, an unpacker, a pusher - that
pushes the sorted trays - and especially
designed vision technology which detects
the broken trays.”
GI OVO further says the machine can be
expanded with various additions, such as
several stacking devices, a camera that
reads the age of the trays and the possibility to connect to other machines.
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Climate crisis threatens food security for
women and girls

W

omen and girls, especially in
rural communities, continue to
face the brunt of the climate
crisis that exacerbates pre-existing inequalities, jeopardizes their food security
and feeds instability and migration, warns
the United Nations World Food Programme on International Women’s Day.
International Women’s Day 2022 focuses
on ‘Gender equality today for a sustainable tomorrow’ recognizing the contribution of women and girls around the world
who play a crucial role in climate change
adaptation and mitigation.
Women and girls often lack appropriate
access to disaster information, financial
services and participation in community
decision-making and resource allocation.
Such inequalities undermine the ability of
women to prepare for, cope with and recover from climate shocks and stresses.
Currently, WFP is providing variations of
micro-insurance and other smallholder
farmer support targeting female producers in Malawi, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Mozambique and Madagascar, among others.
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“Women are the bedrock of food security
and yet are hardest hit by climate shocks
and food insecurity,” said WFP’s Assistant Executive Director, Valerie Guarnieri.
“A sustainable future is only possible
when women and girls have what they
need to adapt to the changing climate.”
Evidence suggests that Southern Africa is
being hurt more than other regions by climate change – and that women and girls
are bearing the brunt. Its temperatures
are rising at twice the global average, triggering more frequent and severe storms,
and longer droughts, deepening already
widespread hunger.
Much of that hunger is in rural areas,
among subsistence farming families,
many of them headed by women.

southern Africa withstand the impacts of
climate change, by investing water conservation, reforestation and other adaptation measures”, said Regional Director
Haile Menghestab. “Improving the lives
of women and girls is central to those efforts”.
In a year when humanitarian needs are
on an upward trend and aid agencies are
stretched thin, supporting communities
vulnerable to the harsh realities of the climate crisis is the need of the hour.
The United Nations World Food Programme is the world’s largest humanitarian organization, saving lives in emergencies and using food assistance to build a
pathway to peace, stability and prosperity
for people recovering from conflict, disasters and the impact of climate change.

Women and children make up most of the
climate refugees who have fled southern
Angola’s worst drought in 40 years, hoping neighbouring Namibia offers a better
chance of survival.
“The World Food Programme works hard
to enable vulnerable communities across
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Physical Address: 137 Kidney Crescent
Chichiri, Blantyre 3,
Postal Address: P O Box 31588, Blantyre 3, Malawi
Tel: +265 212 464646, +265 212 464648
Email: combine@combinecargo.mw
Web site: www.combinecargo.mw

The natural way to transport goods to and from Malawi
Freight forwarding | Customs clearing
Household & office removals | Warehousing
Transport logistic services

Combine Cargo Malawi Limited has over 25 years in the industry.
It has a worldwide network of international agents and offices at all entry
borders into Malawi.
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Technology News

Wyld delivers new sensor-to-satellite
technology for smart agriculture

W

yld Networks has announced
the availability of its new range
of low-power, sensor-tosatellite terminals and modules that make
it possible to connect agricultural sensors
anywhere in the world, where there is no
alternative coverage.
The Wyld devices can transfer data directly to terrestrial networks or through
Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites as a
result of partnership with Eutelsat.
With 100 percent global coverage, the
new Wyld Connect solutions are ideal
for applications in remote areas such as
measuring soil moisture levels, tracking
livestock or monitoring greenhouse temperature changes to adjust ventilation
and irrigation. The full sensor-to-satellite
service will be available in the second half
of 2022.
The Wyld Connect terminal can connect
directly to existing agricultural sensors,
while the small modules can be fully integrated into new IoT sensors as an embedded solution. By using the LoRaWAN®,
low power wide area network technology,
smart farming IoT applications can be deployed globally using terrestrial or satellite connectivity at very low cost. Sensors
can be powered by batteries with a lifetime of up to ten years. Data is delivered
through Wyld’s cloud-based Fusion plat26

form, which also allows IoT sensors to be
registered, configured, authenticated and
managed remotely.

petitive to terrestrial solutions but with the
benefit of global coverage, Wyld is opening up a wide range of new applications.

“With a growing world population driving
demand for food year-on-year, agriculture
is under pressure to work more efficiently, productively and intelligently, amid the
complex challenges of climate change
and more erratic weather incidents,” says
Alastair Williamson, Chief Executive Officer at Wyld Networks.

In addition to partnering with Eutelsat to
provide LoRaWAN coverage via its low
earth orbiting satellites, Wyld is also partnering with leading terrestrial LoRaWAN
network providers including American
Tower and Senet.

“But the smart agriculture revolution is
being held back by the lack of ubiquitous
global connectivity. With an estimated 15
percent of the earth’s surface covered by
existing cellular networks, low earth orbiting satellites provide the low-cost solution
needed to catapult agricultural IoT growth
around the world.”
Wyld is already working on trials with
companies such as Bayer, Treevia, Agrology, KWS, Agrocognitive and Wezen
Group developing agricultural and environmental IoT applications.
The company is also partnering with
TrakAssure on the design and production of a new sensor-enabled device that
can be used for farm-to-fork supply chain
ecosystems.

To ensure low power consumption at all
times, Wyld has implemented a unique
beaconing technology developed with
Eutelsat that ensures that the terminal
and sensor remain in sleep mode until a
satellite is available to collect data.
“Existing low power wide area networks
such as LoRaWAN are ideal to connect
low power agricultural assets and sensors
that don’t need to send much data, but
they currently rely on a limited terrestrial
infrastructure,” said Luc Perard, Senior
Vice President, IoT Business at Eutelsat.
“Wyld’s new sensor-to-satellite LoRaWAN
terminals and modules now make it possible to harness our network of LEO satellites to deliver low-cost, hybrid terrestrial and satellite connectivity over 100
percent of the earth’s surface, which is
a game changer for the future of global
smart farming.”
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Agricultural biotechnology dovetailed to Vision
2063 goals

G

overnment has announced intentions to
consider the development and application
of research, science, technology and innovation in agricultural biotechnology as key in the attainment of Malawi 2063.
Agnes NyaLonje, the Education Minister said is committed to implementing programmes that aim at
building a science and technology environment at all
levels of society

clear out misconceptions and identify critical recommendations that can
constructively inform policy formulation, intervention and practices that if
applied could spur economic growth.
“We do not want discussion after discussion without tangible results when
there are a myriad of challenges that are affecting the livelihood of farmers.
We live in a competitive world, which will not wait for us to conduct our
endless discussion,” he said.

Speaking at the launch of the Open Forum for Agricultural Biotechnology in Malawi (OFAB Malawi) held
under the theme: ‘Agricultural Biotechnology: an underutilized tool for creation of inclusive wealthy and
self-reliant Malawi’, Nyalonje government is undertaking a number of initiatives that aim at promoting
research, science, technology and innovation and
agricultural biotechnology.
“Agricultural biotechnology will provide solutions to
the emerging challenges such as production of pest
resistant, disease resistant and drought resistant
crops. If the challenges are addressed as indicated,
crop yields would increase tremendously and address
food security issues and create more employment,”
said the minister.
NCST Board Chairperson Professor Emmanuel Kaunda observed that although the agriculture sector is
the mainstay of the economy in Malawi, it continues
facing challenges.
Kaunda said Malawi, like many countries in Africa,
plans to eradicate poverty, hunger and disease as it
focuses on fulfilling Malawi 2063, yet efforts of the
government to meet these developmental goals have
been further challenged by limited land availability,
declining soil fertility, inferior varieties of seeds and
high incidences of pests and diseases and, unpredictable weather patterns.
“Many people agree that solutions to these challenges can be addressed with the use of multiple approaches that integrate the best of the conventional
methods as well as other relevant technologies, one
of which is modern biotechnology. Malawi has made
significant strides to adopt modern biotechnology. It
has put in place the necessary legal and policy instruments to guide development and use of modern
biotechnology,” he said.
But Kaunda stated that biotechnology is still new
to many people and not well understood; hence,
the need for scientists to find better ways of raising
awareness about it.
“To you scientists, researchers, policy makers and
other stakeholders urge you to take full advantage
of this platform to share your scientific knowledge,
Agri-Malawi Magazine | www.agri-malawi.com
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Can Malawi’s agricultural inputs program
improve food security? By MADALITSO WILLS KATETA*

I

n 2020, the Malawian government
introduced the Affordable Inputs
Program — a 160 billion Malawian
kwacha ($199.2 million) program that allows Malawian subsistence farmers to
purchase farm inputs at a subsidized cost
with the government paying over 70 percent of the cost. The program aims to reduce poverty and ensure food security at
household and national levels by increasing access to improved farm inputs.
Get the inside track on how agriculture,
nutrition, sustainability, and more are intersecting to remake the global food system in this weekly newsletter.
Though the program’s goals were similar
to those of its predecessor — the Farm
Input Subsidy Program which ran from
2005 to 2019 — the 2020 AIP budget was
more than four times higher than the last
FISP budget.
But since its inception, the program has
faced several hiccups such as low supply
at selling points, accusations of corruption, and a lack of support from suppliers. Agriculture policy experts have questioned the program’s effectiveness and
recommended subsidizing large scale
farming and widening AIP’s focus as more
effective ways of improving food security.
On average, 6 out of 10 Malawian families
are deemed to be severely food insecure.
Tamani Nkhono Mvula, an agriculture
policy expert, said this is a clear indicator that AIP and it’s predecessor the FISP
have done little to improve the economic
livelihoods and food security of rural families.
AIP accounts for over 45 percent of Malawi’s agriculture budget. “If this money
was invested in other ventures, the multiplier effect could have been higher than
what we have done,” Nkhono Mvula said.
Adding that despite the large investment
in AIP’s maize, production only increased
by 300,000 metric tons between 2020
and 2021.

In South Africa, the government subsidized large scale commercial farmers
who were not considered loan worthy by
financial institutions through the Agricultural Credit Board from the 1950s. The
same approach would be a better option
for Malawi, Nkhono Mvula said.
Economists have also cautioned that despite the increase in maize production
food insecurity still persists in Malawi
as food availability goes beyond maize
production and includes other dietary requirements and access to food also depends on the ability to purchase foods
from the market.
In 2020, the International Monetary Fund
expressed concern over the narrow focus of AIP, which aims to improve maize
production where its predecessor FISP
also supported other crops. The agency
also stressed that targeted cash transfers
would be more effective in supporting rural households.
Norwegian Deputy Head of Mission to
Malawi Ørnulf Strøm and the chairperson
of the donor committee on agriculture
and food security told Devex that the Norwegian mission to Malawi plans to assist
the government to review and strengthen AIP, as many of Malawi’s donors are
hesitant to support the AIP because the
investment that has been made has done
little to improve food security.
“The government of Malawi needs to critically reconsider how it can improve the
AIP program so that it can have meaningful impact on the country’s food security,”
he said.
Government officials have also committed to improving the program to ensure
that it can meet its goals.
During a press conference, Malawi’s Min-

ister of Agriculture Lobin Lowe said the
program was facing three main challenges — the failure by suppliers to enter the
market, sale of counterfeit fertilizer, and
some beneficiaries selling their inputs to
middlemen.
Lowe said that only 60 out of the 166
companies that were contracted to supply the inputs had started doing so. As of
mid-January — the peak of the growing
season — less than 55% of AIP beneficiaries had received their fertilizer.
Frank Kaulembe, an agronomist employed by the government, said the late
delivery and distribution of the fertilizers
results in farmers, losing between 20 percent to 25 percent of their maize yields.
Ministry of Agriculture spokesperson Gracian Lungu said that despite the earlier
supply hiccups the ministry has noted improvements within the supply chain.
Lungu said while critics may argue that
the project has done little to improve the
country’s food security, the opposite is
true as the government registered a maize
surplus of 1,356,000 metric tons in 2021.
He added that one of the recommendations made from last year’s review was
distributing livestock in areas where there
was poor maize harvest as a means of
economically empowering farmers so
that they are capable of buying food in
the lean season, and the government has
already started distributing goats as part
of the program.
*Madalitso Wills Kateta is a Malawi-based
Devex contributing reporter. He specializes in gender, human rights, climate
change, politics, and global development
reporting. He has written for the Thomson
Reuters Foundation, The New Humanitarian, African Arguments, Equal Times, and
others.

“We need to refocus the program and do
it as is done in other countries like South
Africa where large scale farmers are subsidized creating jobs for the poor and food
security for the nation,” he said. Adding
that large scale farming has the capacity
to substantially increase production.
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APPLICATION OF THE WATER FOOTPRINT
TOOL TO DETERMINE WATER USE IS
CRITICAL FOR SMALL-SCALE AGRICULTURAL
VALUE CHAINS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Linda Downsborough

S

uccessful development of
small-scale agricultural value
chains depends on the availability of adequate quantities of good quality
water. This is according to a recent study
by researchers from IIE MSA. The overall
aim of the study was to investigate water security issues amongst smallholder
farmers in Southern Africa. The study took
place in two case study areas: the Limpopo River Basin in South Africa and the
Zambezi River Basin in Zambia. The water
footprint tool was chosen as a rapid method to estimate the amount of water being
used at different points along the value
chain of maize, black nightshade, rape,
and tomatoes.
Water is critical for agriculture and is used
in varying quantities at different points in
the agricultural value chain. Water in agriculture has a variety of uses along the value chain. It is used on-farm by farmers for
growing crops and it is used for off-farm
activities such as handling, storage, transportation and processing of products.
The water footprint is an indicator of water consumption and pollution that can be
calculated for a crop, a farm, a company,
a consumer, an entire sector, or for a site,
a catchment or a country. It calculates the
total volume of water required to produce
a product. Essentially water footprints in
agriculture are about getting a sense of
where water is being used in all the various stages of the crop/ product value
chain. It is important to measure the water
footprint in order to get a broader picture
of water consumption along agricultural value chains. The water footprint can
help farmers to better understand  how
sustainable this consumption is in their
specific locations and what can be done
about it. 

sential to know the volume of water used
to grow the crop measured in cubic metres per hectare and the yield of a crop in
tonnes. For example, the blue water footprint of maize was calculated at 221m3/t,
while the blue water footprint of black
nightshade was calculated at 57m3/t.
Surprisingly, perhaps, one of the critical
findings of the researchers’ study was that
smallholder farmers do not usually measure their water use for production. This is
largely because they do not have the appropriate equipment to do so or they use
irrigation methods which cannot easily be
measured such as flood and furrow irrigation. This meant that the researchers had
to use existing estimates from other studies within southern Africa to calculate the
water footprints.
It was found that most of the value chains
studied were short in nature, consisting
predominantly of production and consumption. It was only tomatoes in the
Limpopo River Basin which were grown
for commercial purposes and processed
into tomato paste. It was found that most
of the total water used in the footprint was
used in the growing/ production phase of
the value chain by the farmers themselves.
This is a consistent finding with other researchers in southern Africa. However,
this study went a little further to try and
estimate the water used post-production,
in the postharvest value chain.
The study revealed that farmers did not
use significant amounts of water in the

harvest and post-harvest phases of most
of the value chains as other actors performed value added tasks, such as washing crops and preparing them for sale
at markets. Several farmers indicated
that when water was used in the harvest
phase, it attracted fungus and eventually destroyed the crops. Value chains
which showed significant water use after
production involved the handling of two
crops, black nightshade in Limpopo and
rape in Zambia. These are leafy vegetables that needed to be washed and kept
fresh by sprinkling them regularly with water before being sold to consumers in the
marketplace. Farmers did not themselves
directly wash these vegetables, but instead the hawkers and traders ended up
washing them before selling.
Given the critical role that water plays in
agriculture and the reported future scarcity, it is essential to try and assist smallscale farmers within agricultural value
chains to improve their understanding of
how much water they are using at different
stages within that value chain. Small-scale
farmers need to be provided with simple
tools for recoding water use and keeping detailed records which could assist
in longer term planning and management
of water resources. Traders and hawkers
also need to monitor how much water they
are using in the washing and preparation
of crops in markets for sale to consumers.
The author is a researcher and lecturer at
the Water Research Centre of the Independent Institute of Education (IIE)

Estimated percentages (%) of water use in each phase of selected crop value chain.

This study only investigated the blue water footprint of selected crops – this is the
water sourced from rivers, lakes, dams
and irrigation. To calculate the blue water
footprint in its most basic form, it was esAgri-Malawi Magazine | www.agri-malawi.com
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Malawi Agricultural and Industrial Investment
Corporation (MAIIC)

M

AIIC is a newly established
Development Financial
Institution (DFI) in Malawi. It
focusses on financing development projects that contribute towards Malawi’s
industrial development. This is done
through the promotion of commercial
projects using either its own funds or
co-financing with other development finance partners.

(MK2.8 billion) and funding from external
partners, amounting to US$10 million.

MAIIC serves as a catalyst for spearheading private sector development, job and
wealth creation. Its value proposition centres on leveraging its own resources to
mobilise external funding for transformational, high-impact local projects across a
range of sectors.

In terms of target sectors, MAIIC focusses
broadly on agriculture and manufacturing.

MAIIC was incorporated in November
2018 under the Companies Act (2013)
as a private company with start-up equity from the Government of Malawi which
holds 20 percent equity in the company.
The balance of equity is held by CDH Investment Bank, and additional investors
are expected over the next 12 months.

The ability to effectively package bankable projects for external investors is the
key success driver. In addition, the World
Bank has committed to provide a further
US$14 million to MAIIC before the end of
the year, specifically to support Small and
Medium Enterprises.

It has five business areas to propel including Agriculture and Agro-Processing,
Manufacturing, Energy, Mining and Infrastructure. MAIIC has three funding windows: start up or venture capital transactions of less than US$100k (MWK75
million), medium scale investment window of not more than US$1m (MWK750
million) and large transformational infrastructure projects, of over US$10m.

MAIIC is a public limited liability company
that may, in due course, be listed on the
Malawi Stock Exchange. The Board of Directors consists mainly of private sector
representatives and two ex-officio members from the Government, and the Managing Director.

As part of its developmental mandate,
MAIIC will expand national production
capacity by investing in irrigation infrastructure, promoting large-scale commercial farming and promoting value addition to a number of crops. MAIIC also
provides capital and technical assistance
to agro-processors that seek to expand
their production levels through smallholder out-grower schemes or cooperatives.

In its first ten months of operation, MAIIC
successfully mobilised total financing of
MK10.3 billion for local projects. This includes own resources from MAIIC capital

Since operations began in September
2019, MAIIC has proven to be a strategic
financial institution through its provision
of long-term patient capital with an aver-
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age loan period of 5 years. Such funding
is scarce in the local market. MAIIC serves
its clients through a wide range of financial products and services to increase access to credit. These include debt, equity,
quasi-equity, mezzanine and guarantees.
By the end of July 2020, MK1.2 billion
had been disbursed to three businesses in tourism, seed production and education, for their business expansion,
capital expenditure and working capital
requirements. Seven additional investments are expected to disburse by September 2020, in agro-processing (cheese
and cassava flour), aquaculture, microfinance institutions, and light manufacturing. These investments will support the
creation of more than 500 jobs, increase
the income of thousands of smallholder
farmers, stimulate import substitution,
generate tax revenues, and promote local
community development. Although a new
organization, MAIIC is quickly becoming
a key player in Malawi’s development arena. It is strongly committed to promoting
youth entrepreneurship, gender and social inclusion, climate smart agriculture,
innovation, and technology.
MAIIC receives loan request on an ongoing basis, through its offices based at
Gowa House, City Centre or through the
official e-mail address: info@maiic.mw.
Interested applicants are supposed to
submit documents which are advised
on request, supported with a completed
loan application form.
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ACE Warehouse Receipt Finance
his is the sixth out of seven
articles published by ACE to
mark 15 years of operation and celebrating the regulatory license recently acquired
from the Registrar of Financial Institutions.
This article will focus on Warehouse Receipt Finance, please read article 3 for other elements
of the Warehouse Receipt System. As mentioned in article 1, the Warehouse Receipt System was established to enable ACE to guarantee sellers’ performance on an Exchange
traded contract. There was, however, another
element which became the absolute main driver of volume on the warehouse receipt system
– finance!
The first ACE warehouse receipt was issued by
Farmers World in 2011 to Lawrence Chikhasu,
a small trader who deposited 14.5mt of maize.
Mr Chikhasu immediately requested finance
so he could go and buy more maize. No banks
were on board at this time, so ACE, eager to
show the potential of the Warehouse Receipt
System, scraped what little funds ACE had and
disbursed MKW 261,000, being 60% of the
market value. Mr Chikhasu managed to aggregate a total of 40mt and sold about half to the
World Food Programme on a BVO auction and
the other half to a private sector buyer, earning
a profit of 18% after storage and finance cost
had been settled.
Only 6 receipts were issued in 2011, but with
an average profit of 30%, everyone was very
excited. All made money - the warehouse
operator, the financier, ACE, and the traders.
The fundamentals had been proven and all
agreed to continue the further development of
the Warehouse Receipt System. A task force
was established with support from the USAID
Southern Africa Trade Hub to create a set of
regulations which could attract finance from
the banks. ACE saw good support and participation from FCB (then FMB), NBM, CDH,
OIBM and Standard Bank and in June 2012
the ACE Warehouse Receipt Rules and Regulations were adopted. By then, the first receipts
of the 2012 season had already been issued
and the depositors were literally screaming for
finance.
No bank came forward – this was most frustrating and something ACE had not anticipated
after the support creating the ruleset. Again
desperate to further develop the system, ACE
dug deep and gathered MWK 5 million which
ACE offered to the banks as a first loss guarantee for the receipt finance. FCB agreed and
offered MWK 20 million receipt finance against
ACE’s first loss. That was the beginning of
Warehouse Receipt Finance in Malawi.
The modality was called “haircut finance”, as
the bank would take a haircut and only finance
a proportion of the commodity value. The default haircut in Malawi was 70%. The haircut
was actually meant to be very flexible and
change depending on market prices, commodity and time of year. This differentiation never
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really materialised and a standard haircut of
70% was applied. Despite 2012 also being a
good year with average profit of 25%, more
banks did not come on board. FCB did
increase its finance gradually and didn’t request a first loss guarantee anymore. The concern was price risk. Being exposed to the agricultural market was not normal business for
banks – they are normally exposed to treasury
bills and big balance sheets!
The 2014 election gave a hint to how unpredictable and volatile markets can be. With the
election coming up ADMARC started selling
maize at about half of the market price and
maize prices came tumbling down. This dynamic does not suit the Warehouse Receipt
System and maize depositors got stuck and
on average lost 20% that year. In comparison,
traders with pea receipts made a profit of 20%
that year. ACE now had its first systemic loss
on the Warehouse Receipt System, caused by
Government market interventions. The only
positive element from this situation was that
the 70% haircut was enough risk margin and
bank finance was not at risk – all haircut finance was settled.
Even though finance was settled, the situation
certainly didn’t bring more banks on board.
The main concern then, and it is still the case
today, is that ACE needs to come up with a
way that the banks can hedge their exposure. It
will be the only way to really develop structured
finance on the warehouse receipt system. The
ability to hedge is what makes the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) so successful,
However, Malawi price fundamentals just do
not follow the rest of the world and Malawi can
therefore not enjoy the safeguards provided by
the global exchanges and the market isolated
to Malawi is too small to recreate the instruments here. ACE needed to be innovative.
In 2013 ACE went to Sunseed Oil (SSO), a
large vegetable oil processor who was buying
large quantities of soya. ACE said: “What is
your cost of storage and what is your cost of
finance? If ACE
takes the market price today and add your own
carry-over cost to, say, 5 months from now –
would you take it at that price 5 months from
now?” Sunseed Oil said: “Yes, but we would
like to store it ourselves.” And that was the
birth of the ACE forward contract for soya.
When depositors delivered soya to SSO and
got a warehouse receipt, ACE would also issue
a contract between the depositor and SSO,
where SSO would pay the calculated price and
take delivery at a future date. ACE would now
send both warehouse receipt and forward contract to the bank and request finance for the
depositor. The bank would disburse to the depositor and the bank would be settled in full
when the forward contract matured. In effect,
ACE had just swapped the price risk, of the
volatile agricultural market, with the balance

sheet of a larger off-taker. This was what banks
had been looking for and appetite for this type
of receipt finance quickly materialised.
This was an incredible revelation to ACE, volumes on the Warehouse Receipt System increased; trade increased and most importantly,
for the first time, significant levels of commission were being realised. ACE firmly believed
that it had found the core commercial model.
This was all good.
However, ACE was also acutely aware that
forward contacts, although providing crucial
market access, didn’t provide farmers with a
market premium. The way the forward prices
was calculated, the seller was only receiving
the spot price as determined by the forward
buyer. What was needed was more competition on the forward market and ACE expected
that one day, a buyer would say: “I will take
the ACE January price plus 1.” This premium
in the forward market would translate into a
premium for the farmers in spot markets. In
other words, the increased liquidity in the forward markets should push prices in the spot
market. To ACE’s huge regret, this never happened. The banks really only approved forward
contract finance from a handful of large traders. Not enough to create competition in the
forward market.
ACE also launched an unsuccessful receipt finance modality – bridge finance. In the early
years where depositors saw significant profits,
traders were naturally excited and hungry for finance. ACE got many requests and many small
traders didn’t have capital to bring the first load
of commodity to warehouse. ACE came up
with the bridge finance modality where ACE, in
the beginning of the season, would advance to
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the trader for the first 5MT and get the 70%
when the bank would disburse after deposit. In
2014, ACE trained and certified 23 commodity
brokers, with the bridge finance modality becoming a central component of the services
that the ACE brokers could offer their clients.
Unfortunately, too many bridge finance recipients did not honour the modality, often depositing less than what they were supposed to
deposit, which carved out any profits upfront
and sometimes made the receipt go into loss,
which meant bridge finance was not settled
in full. ACE had to stop the modality when it
became clear that undercutting the system
seemed be the norm, rather than just actions
from a few. The 2014 maize collapse also realised losses on the bridge finance modality. In
all, one can say that bad timing coupled with
a naïve belief and trust in the ACE brokers and
other recipients put an end to ACE bridge finance.
By 2016, ACE could walk on water: That year
ACE did 90,000mt of trade, 50,000mt on the
Warehouse Receipt System, USD 12 million
in disbursed warehouse receipt finance and
USD 150,000 in realised commissions, just
shy of being sustainable. What could possible
go wrong? Well – a series of very unfortunate
events, which could maybe have been anticipated and mitigated against if they happened
in their own right, but when they happened simultaneously, it looks a lot like a Black Swan
event.
Firstly, India stop buying pigeon peas, a contract to NFRA which would have saved all pea
depositors never materialised, prices dropped
80% and the market was in complete collapse
and disarray.
Several banks lost significant amounts on pigeon pea finance and that was the end of the
haircut modality. A crude realisation of just how
vulnerable agricultural services and structures
can be.
Secondly, in 2016, the Government had called
for significant food aid and estimated that Malawi was short 1 million metric tonnes of maize.
Resources were made available by DFIs and
Development Partners and by October 2016
significant volumes were contracted for import
from Mexico. In November 2016, private sector
flagged that market indications showed that
there was not a shortage. ACE called for meetings to raise the flag, push for Government to
allow export and try to get the Food Aid Industry to divert imports and switch to local procurement.

alised huge losses, ADMARC needed at multimillion dollar bailout, banks retracted finance,
no demand materialised for new season maize
which saw the lowest farm gate prices ACE
had ever recorded, and farmers lost billions of
kwachas. It is a vicious circle and the economic
impact on Malawi was huge, and yet it could
have been so easily prevented. It is astounding that Government refused to export excess
maize, and it was equally surprising to discover
that the Food Aid machinery was completely
unequipped to recognise and respond to a
changing situation on the ground. There is a
real need to make sure this doesn’t happen
again.

ACE asked IFPRI if they would be interested in
doing a detailed analysis of the data, to identify if certain behaviours were leading to losses
and others to profit. The balancing act for ACE
is to determine whether ACE should promote
access to finance to rural farmers or if this is
too risky. The hope was that IFPRI could create
a set of rules, as in, if market price for soya
is less than USD350/mt then there is a 90%
chance to make profit if the farmers store, access finance and sell within 6 months. IFPRI
agreed to do the study, but our hope was
quickly squashed. The reality presented itself
much more complex and complicated. Please
find more info on IFPRI website here.

Nearly all value chains were affected and most
warehouse receipts made significant losses.
Many private sector companies were struggling and bank appetite to finance agriculture
was nearly non- existing. Forward contract
finance dropped from USD 12 million to USD
0.5 million and the modality did not recover. By
2018 finance started picking up again. However, banks were requesting ACE to offer more
traditional collateral management services,
rather than the forward contract modality. ACE
established Commodity Service Limited (CSL)
to handle this new demand and further develop commodity and warehouse services integrated with the Warehouse Receipt System. In
essence the modalities are the same, but the
paperwork is different. ACE sees this demand
for Collateral Finance as the latest phase in
the Warehouse Receipt Finance evolution. It is
great relief to see warehouse receipt volumes
and finance reaching 2016 levels again. Although this time, ACE is walking with caution,
not on water!

Clearly the 2014 and 2017 event explained
most of the losses experienced on the Warehouse Receipt System, but there were also
other losses. There is a negative relationship
between the duration of storage and the returns
that the depositor makes. For example, maize
and soya stored less than 180 days generally
made a profit. However, a duration of less than
90 days was the case for pigeon peas. It is also
important to point out that cost of finance was
a significant share of total receipt cost. Some
of these receipts had a cost of finance as high
as 35%, it is good to note that today this has
come below 20%. There are many nuances to
this study and ACE can only recommend that
readers study it for themselves.

A significant catalyst for ACE’s ability to facilitate finance, develop new modalities and engage with banks, is the regulatory framework
now adopted in Malawi. The process was
started in 2014 by the World Bank Group and
only finalised with the licensing this year. It has
been a great process to have been involved in
– great dedication from the Ministry of Industry,
Trade and Tourism, the Reserve

Private sector was right, there was indeed an
oversupply of maize and prices were in steady
decline. Private sector was sitting on about
100,000mt and ADMARC the same. Tanzania
was short of maize and wanted to buy it all
at very attractive prices. Government refused
and instead of exporting surplus Malawi maize
to Tanzania, Malawi was importing Mexican
maize – to underline the absurdity – the import
came through Tanzania!

Bank of Malawi and industry leaders. We have
international experts exclaiming that Malawi
has adopted a first class regulatory framework
for commodity exchanges and Warehouse Receipt Systems. It is now ACEs job to convert
this into first class finance and risk modalities.
There can be no doubt as to the importance
of agricultural finance. The more finance, the
more liquidity, the more demand and therefore
better farm gate prices. The state of agricultural finance is directly related to the state of
the agricultural sector as a whole. But when it
comes to access to finance in rural areas, the
answer is not that clear cut. Accessing finance
always comes with a risk. If your added value
does not match your interest on the finance,
then you will be making a loss. Most agri-industry participants have different tools at their
disposal to navigate the risks. Rural farmers,
on the other hand, do not and are therefore left
exposed to the market forces.

Maize was carried into the new season with
significant negative impacts. Private sector re-

ACE has an exhaustive dataset of all warehouse receipts ever issued on the system and
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What does stand out is that receipt finance
sometimes is not beneficial and can be very
risky if the market experiences external interventions. Unfortunately, this is the reality. On
the other hand, access to finance is also the
tool the farmers need to be able to delay a sale
in a year where the prices are extremely low,
like 2017. But again, according to the study,
even extreme low post harvest prices, does
not mean the receipt will make a profit. ACE
does believe in providing farmers with choices
and access to finance is a crucial and important element, even if the choice is hard to get
right. The biggest take away, however, stands
out even clearer – Government needs to stop
unhealthy and detrimental interventions in the
agricultural markets which have devastating
outcomes for all value chain actors.
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COVID-19, impact on
food systems and
gender in Malawi

T

he Covid-19 pandemic has disrupted almost all sectors of human
life. For a predominantly agro-based economy like Malawi, one of the
poorest countries in the world, the pandemic has coincided with its
rain-fed agricultural calendar. This means the intended seasonal yield is
expected to drop. That will on the flipside affect livelihoods.
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All the measures imposed to curb the spread of the pandemic are likely to
ignite a severe food security crisis due to a fall in agricultural production and
imports. The effects on the whole agricultural value chain will also reflect in
losses in other interlocking industries such as manufacturing and retail. Being
a venture mainly undertaken by women, agriculture stands to lose out more in
agro-based economies in the sub-Saharan Africa countries such as Malawi.
70 percent of the continent’s agricultural labor force are women, meaning the
Coronavirus will similarly take a huge toll on their livelihoods. Most of these are
small scale subsistence farmers whose primary concern is consumption. For
many women farmers their household income is likely to be affected by other
micro and macroeconomic effects brought about by the pandemic.
However, there is still hope for Malawian farmers especially those with organized production and marketing services. In 48 farmer organizations and
cooperatives in Mchinji, Lilongwe and Mzimba supported by the UN Women
three-year project “Contributing to the Economic Empowerment of Women
in Malawi Through Climate Smart Agriculture” some 10,000 women farmers
have been equally anxious about the pandemic though they have some relief
along the way. The project, which focuses on groundnuts production, is being
funded by Standard Bank to the tune of K340 million.
This project has been founded on United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals. It in particular focuses on SDG 2 – Zero Hunger, SDG 5 – Gender Equality and SDG 13 – Climate Action. One of the cooperatives being supported is
Gwiritse Cooperative in Nsaru, Lilongwe. Being part of the cooperative offers
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some cushion on the impact on productivity. To Gwiritse Cooperative members, the major distraction has only been on failure to conduct meetings in
big groups as in the past. Gwiritse Cooperative Manager, Pyton Ngwira, says
despite the Covid scare, the women farmers will still benefit from their yield as
the cooperative has already secured a market for the produce.
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“We won’t feel too much strain because we have already secured a market
for our produce as a cooperative. For some weeks now we have been aggregating the harvest of our members. As we speak we have given receipts
to around 30 farmers who have deposited their produce at the warehouse,”
says Ngwira whose cooperative has 242 members of which 152 are women. He
points out that the pandemic came to Malawi after they had already undertaken
all key activities such as planting and weeding.
Gwiritse Cooperative expects an accumulative harvest of around 250 metric
tons (250,000 kgs) of groundnuts for the 2019/2020 growing season. While
there is hope in regards to harvest, these farmers – despite observing social
distancing and hygiene when carrying out activities at the cooperative – might
be exposed to the virus in other places due to respective social behaviours. In
Malawi’s social and cultural context, women are often responsible for the care
of children, the sick and elderly. So they could be prone to Covid-19 exposure
in their homes and other places. “We keep reminding our members to observe all the preventive measures wherever they go and adhere to measures
put in place by local and national government,” says Ngwira. Such measures
are also being coordinated by UN Women to all the cooperatives under the
project to ensure that all the women farmers are safe from the outbreak.
However, these successes still exist within an economy still grappling to feed
its population. According to Government of Malawi, through the Malawi Vulnerability Assessment Committee (MVAC) 1.8 million Malawians are already on the
brink of facing hunger this year. The Covid-19 pandemic is likely to compound
the already existing problem of food shortage on national scale and it affects
women and their families regardless of whether they are in a cooperative or not.
The larger picture is that of women in Malawi being more strained from effects
of the pandemic and requiring long lasting solutions to a myriad of problems
they face both in times of emergencies and normalcy.

To access more information on financial solutions offered by
Standard Bank please reach out to the nearest branch and/or
relationship managers or call 242.
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